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(54) Road wheel disturbance rejection based on hand wheel acceleration

(57) A control system for a steering system (12) is
provided, and includes an acceleration module (54), a
scaling module (60), and a final command module (61).
The acceleration module (54) determines a hand wheel
acceleration (90). The scaling module (60) determines a
rejection command (52). The rejection command (52) is

based on the hand wheel acceleration (90) and a road
wheel frequency. The final command module (61) deter-
mines an adjusted assist command (53) that is based on
a normal assist command (A) and the rejection command
(52).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a control system for a steering system, and more particularly to a control system
for determining a rejection command based on hand wheel acceleration and road wheel frequency.
[0002] Vehicles are subjected to some degree of disturbance in the front road wheels. In one example, road wheel
disturbance may be caused by variations in brake disk thickness, which is referred to as brake judder. The variation in
brake disk thickness may create a harmonic modulation of a braking force during braking of the vehicle, which in turn
may be transmitted to a steering column and a hand wheel of a steering system. The vibrations created in the hand
wheel may be detected by a driver. Some approaches currently exist for reducing and rejecting road wheel disturbance.
However, while they might be relatively effective at rejecting road wheel disturbance at higher vehicle speeds, these
approaches may not be as effective if the vehicle is operating at relatively lower vehicle speeds. In other examples, road
wheel disturbances may also be caused by imbalance, tire non-uniformity, or brake disk thermal effects.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In one embodiment, a control system for a steering system is provided, and includes an acceleration module,
a scaling module, and a final command module. The acceleration module determines hand wheel acceleration. The
scaling module determines a rejection command. The rejection command is based on the hand wheel acceleration and
a road wheel frequency. The final command module determines an adjusted assist command that is based on a normal
assist command and the rejection command.
[0004] In another embodiment, a method for determining a rejection command for a steering system is provided. The
method includes determining hand wheel acceleration by an acceleration module. The method includes determining the
rejection command by a scaling module. The rejection command is based on the hand wheel acceleration. The method
includes sending an adjusted assist command that is based on a normal assist command and the rejection command
to a motor by a final command module.
[0005] In yet another embodiment, a control system for a steering system is provided, and includes an acceleration
module, a scaling module, and a final command module. The acceleration module determines hand wheel acceleration.
The hand wheel acceleration is based on an extended state observer, and is determined based on a motor torque
command, a hand wheel torque, a motor position, and a motor velocity. The scaling module determines a rejection
command. The rejection command is based on the hand wheel acceleration and a road wheel frequency, and represents
a road wheel disturbance cancel amount. The final command module determines an adjusted assist command that is
based on a normal assist command and the rejection command.
[0006] These and other advantages and features will become more apparent from the following description taken in
conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The subject matter which is regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the
claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing and other features, and advantages of the invention are
apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a function block diagram illustrating a vehicle including a steering system, in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2 is a dataflow diagram illustrating a control module shown in FIG. 1, in accordance with another exemplary
embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 3 is an exemplary approach for determining acceleration of a hand wheel shown in FIG. 1, in accordance with
yet another exemplary embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 4 is another exemplary approach for determining acceleration of a hand wheel shown in FIG. 1, in accordance
with yet another exemplary embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 5 is an exemplary approach for determining a filtered acceleration of the hand wheel, in accordance with another
exemplary embodiment of the invention;
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FIG. 6 is an exemplary approach for determining scale functions, in accordance with yet another exemplary em-
bodiment of the invention; and

FIG. 7 is an exemplary approach of a hand wheel torque scale block shown in FIG. 6, in accordance with another
exemplary embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Referring now to the Figures, where the invention will be described with reference to specific embodiments,
without limiting same, an exemplary embodiment of a vehicle 10 including a steering system 12 is illustrated. In various
embodiments, the steering system 12 includes a handwheel 14 coupled to a steering shaft 16. In the exemplary em-
bodiment shown, the steering system 12 is an electric power steering (EPS) system that further includes a steering
assist unit 18 that couples to the steering shaft 16 of the steering system 12 and to a left tie rod 20 and a right tie rod
22 of the vehicle 10. It should be noted that the steering system 12 may be a rack assist EPS (REPS) as well. The
steering assist unit 18 includes, for example, a rack and pinion steering mechanism (not shown) that may be coupled
through the steering shaft 16 to a steering actuator motor and gearing. During operation, as the handwheel 14 is turned
by a vehicle operator, the motor of the steering assist unit 18 provides the assistance to move the left tie rod 20 and the
right tie rod 22 which in turn moves left and right steering knuckles 24, 26, respectively. The left knuckle 28 is coupled
to a left roadway wheel 28, and the right knuckle 26 is coupled to a right roadway wheel 30 of the vehicle 10.
[0009] As shown in FIG. 1, the vehicle 10 further includes various sensors that detect and measure observable con-
ditions of the steering system 12 and/or of the vehicle 10. The sensors generate sensor signals based on the observable
conditions. In the example shown, a left wheel speed sensor 32 senses a rotational speed of the left wheel 28 and a
right wheel speed sensor 34 senses a rotational speed of the right wheel 34. The left wheel speed sensor 32 and the
right wheel speed sensor 34 generate wheel speed signals based thereon. In other examples, other wheel speed sensors
(not shown) may be provided in addition to or alternative to the left wheel speed sensor 32 and the right wheel speed
sensor 34. The other wheel speed sensors may sense a rotational speed of rear wheels 40 and generate sensor signals
based thereon. For exemplary purposes, the disclosure will be discussed in the context of the left wheel speed sensor
32 and the right wheel speed sensor 34. As can be appreciated, other wheel sensors that sense wheel movement, such
as wheel position sensors, may be used in place of the wheel speed sensors. In such a case, a wheel velocity may be
calculated based on the wheel sensor signal. A torque sensor 36 is also provided for sensing a torque placed on the
handwheel 14. In the exemplary embodiment as shown, the torque sensor 36 is placed on the hand wheel 14, however
it is to be understood that the torque sensor 26 may not always be placed near or on the hand wheel 14.
[0010] A control module 50 controls the operation of the steering system 12 based on one or more of the sensor
signals and further based on the steering control systems and methods of the present disclosure. Referring now to FIG.
2, a dataflow diagram illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the control module 50 of FIG. 1 used to control the steering
system 12 of FIG. 1. In various embodiments, the control module 50 can include one or more sub-modules and datastores.
As used herein the terms module and sub-module refer to an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), an electronic
circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated, or group) and memory that executes one or more software or firmware programs,
a combinational logic circuit, or other suitable components that provide the described functionality. As can be appreciated,
the sub-modules shown in FIG. 2 may be combined or further partitioned. Inputs to the control module 50 may be
generated from the sensors left wheel speed sensor 32, the right wheel speed sensor 34, and the torque sensor 36
(FIG. 1) of the vehicle 10 (FIG. 1) as well as various other sensors, may be received from other control modules (not
shown) within the vehicle 10 (FIG. 1), may be modeled, or predefined. The steering assist unit 18 (FIG. 1) may also
provide motor position and velocity signals.
[0011] The control module 50 determines a rejection command 52. The rejection command 52 represents a road
wheel disturbance cancel amount based on the velocity of the road wheels (e.g., the left wheel 28 and the right wheel
30 shown in FIG. 1) and an acceleration of the hand wheel 14 (FIG. 1). The rejection command 52 may be added to a
normal assist command A by a final command module 61 to determine an adjusted assist command 53 that is sent to
a motor of the steering assist unit 18 shown in FIG. 1 (e.g., an EPS motor). The adjusted assist command 53 reduces
hand wheel vibration due to periodic road wheel disturbances. In one example, periodic road wheel disturbance may
be brake judder. In the exemplary embodiment as shown in FIG. 2, the control module 50 includes an acceleration
module 54, a wheel frequency adjust module 56, a phase adjust module 58, a scale module 60, and the final command
module 61.
[0012] In the exemplary embodiment as shown, the control module 50 receives as input a motor torque command 70,
a hand wheel torque 72, a motor position 74, a motor velocity 76, a left wheel speed 77 that is converted into a left wheel
frequency 78, a right wheel speed 79 that is converted into a right wheel frequency 80, brake pressure 82, and a position
authority signal 84. The control module 50 (or another module) may convert the motor torque command 70 from motor
coordinates into steering coordinates (e.g., motor Nm to hand wheel Nm) by scaling the motor torque command 70 by
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a motor-to-steering wheel ratio. In one embodiment, the motor torque command 70 may represent a final command sent
to a motor of the steering assist unit 18 shown in FIG. 1 (e.g., the EPS motor). In another embodiment, the motor torque
command 70 may be the assist command A, however it should be noted the assist command A is generally not the final
command that is sent.
[0013] The hand wheel torque 72 is measured by the torque sensor 36 shown in FIG. 1. The motor position 74 may
be determined by a motor position sensor (not shown in FIG. 1) for indicating the position of a motor of the steering
assist unit 18 shown in FIG. 1. The motor position 74 may be converted from motor coordinates into steering coordinates
(e.g., motor degrees into hand wheel degrees) by scaling the motor position 74 by the motor-to-steering wheel ratio.
The motor position 74 may also be converted from degrees into radians. The motor velocity 76 may be measured using
a motor velocity sensor (not shown in FIG. 1) for indicating the position of a motor of the steering assist unit 18 shown
in FIG. 1. The motor velocity 76 (measured in radians/second) may be converted from motor coordinates into steering
coordinates by scaling the motor velocity 76 by the motor-to-steering wheel ratio as well.
[0014] The left wheel frequency 78 may be determined based on the left wheel speed 77 and the right wheel frequency
80 may be determined based on the right wheel speed 79. The left wheel speed 77 is determined by the left wheel speed
sensor 32 and the right wheel speed is determined by the right wheel speed sensor 34 shown in FIG. 1. For example,
the control module 50 (or any other module) may determine the left wheel frequency 78 and the right wheel frequency
80 by scaling the respective wheel speed by a gain block 88 by: frequency = K/(2*π) (i.e., based on the relation: ω = 2
* π * frequency). In various embodiments, K is equal to one when the frequency is a first order disturbance, but may also
take on other values, such as two, in the case of a second order disturbance. It should be noted that a first order brake
disk thickness variation (DTV) results in a sinusoidal braking variation having a frequency that is the left wheel speed
77 or the right wheel speed 79 scaled by K/(2*π), where K=1. If a second order DTV is to be mitigated, then the left
wheel speed 77 or the right wheel speed 79 is the scaled by K/(2*π), where K=2.
[0015] The brake pressure 82 may be determined, for example, by monitoring a vehicle controller area network (CAN)
bus. The brake pressure 82 represents the braking pressure as applied by a driver. The position authority signal 84 is
a unitless signal that varies from 0 to 1, and represents an amount of confidence that the motor position 74 at initialization
is generally accurate.
[0016] The control module 50 generally performs two different functions, determining an acceleration estimation 90
of the hand wheel 14 (FIG. 1), and a controller function 92 (shown in phantom or dashed line). The acceleration estimation
90 is determined by the acceleration module 54, and represents the acceleration of the hand wheel 14 shown in FIG.
1. The rejection command 52 is determined by the controller function 92. The controller function 92 includes the wheel
frequency adjust module 56, the phase adjust module 58, and the scale module 60.
[0017] In one exemplary embodiment, the acceleration module 54 may determine the acceleration estimation 90 using
an extended state observer, which is described below. However, it is to be understood that other approaches may be
used as well to determine the acceleration estimation 90. In one embodiment, acceleration of the hand wheel 14 (FIG.
1) may be determined by monitoring the vehicle CAN bus, or a direct vibration measurement using an accelerometer.
In another approach, a hand wheel velocity could be determined, and the derivative of hand wheel velocity could be
calculated to determine acceleration.
[0018] FIG. 3 is one exemplary approach for determining the acceleration estimation 90, using the extended state
observer. In the embodiment as shown in FIG. 3, the extended state observer is in the continuous domain. However it
is to be understood that other implementations may be used as well such as, for example, the discrete domain. In the
embodiment as discussed, the term extended state refers to the addition of unknown inputs to system states. In one
approach, the system (e.g., the steering system 12) may contain between six to eight state variables, however it is
understood any number of variables may be used as well. Some examples of state variables include, for example,
position and velocity. The extended state observer may be expressed by equation 1 as: 

where the cap or hat symbol "^" is used to indicate an estimated signal (e.g., a calculated or predicted system
output), and the subscript "obs" indicates observed. Specifically, xobs refers to a state of the steering system 12,

and contains state variables that represent values inside the steering system 12. The term xobs refers to a calculated

state of the steering system 12. The term  represents the rate of change of the system state, or a state change

(e.g., the differentiation of xobs). The term u refers to system input. The term y refers to system output. The term

Aobs refers to a system matrix, and determines how the current state (e.g., xobs) affects the state change 

^

^

^
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The term Bobs represents a control matrix, and determines how the system input u affects the state change 

L represents the observer gain matrix, and determines how an error e between a measured system output y and a

calculated system output y affects the state change  Finally, the term Cobs (not expressed in equation 1)

refers to an output matrix, and calculates system output y using the calculated state xobs.

[0019] The acceleration module 54 receives as inputs the motor torque command 70, the hand wheel torque 72, the
motor position 74, and the motor velocity 76. The acceleration module 54 assumes an accurate motor position 74 to
correctly determine the acceleration estimation 90. The hand wheel torque 72 may be scaled by 1/tb_K to determine a
t-bar angle, where tb_K represents a t-bar stiffness of the torque sensor 36 (FIG. 1). The hand wheel torque 72 (scaled
by 1/tb_K), the motor position 74, and the motor velocity 76 together represent the measured system output y. The error
e is determined by the junction 90, and is the difference between the measured system output y and the calculated
system output y. In the approach as shown, the calculated system output y is determined by scaling the calculated state
xobs by the output matrix Cobs. The error e is scaled by the observer gain matrix L and is sent to a summation block 92.
The summation block 92 corresponds to Equation 1.
[0020] The motor torque command 70 is scaled by the control matrix Bobs and sent to the summation block 92, and
the calculated state xobs is sent to the summation block 92 as well. The error term, e, multiplied with the observer gain,

L, is also sent to the summation block 92. The summation block 92 outputs the state change  The state change

 is sent to an integrator 94. The integrator 94 provides an estimate of the states (i.e., the calculated state xobs). The

state change may be scaled by a vector value P in order to determine the acceleration estimation 90. The vector

P is used to extract a rate of change of velocity (e.g., the acceleration) that is coming out of the summation block 92.
[0021] FIG. 4 is an alternative approach for determining the acceleration estimation 90, using the extended state
observer. In the embodiment as shown in FIG. 4, the extended state observer is in the discrete domain. The nomenclature
is similar to the approach in FIG. 3, however the variable k indicates a sample number (e.g., k indicates the kth sample)
and the variable K is a vector used to extract the acceleration estimation 90. The measured system output y is now
annotated as measured system output y_k, which means the system output is determined at a kth sample. Likewise,
e_k is the error at the kth sample, y_k is the calculated system output at the kth sample, xobs_k refers to the calculated
state at the kth sample, and x_obs_kp1 refers to the calculated state at the sample k+1. A unit delay 194 is provided,
where the unit delay determines the calculated state xobs_k based on the calculated state xobs_kp1. Both the calculated
state xobs_k and the calculated state xobs_kp1 are scaled by the vector K, and a junction 196 is used to determine the
difference between the calculated state xobs_k and the calculated state xobs_kp1. The difference is then divided by a
sample time Ts to determine the acceleration estimation 90.
[0022] Referring back to FIG. 2, the acceleration estimation 90 is sent to the wheel frequency adjust module 56. The
wheel frequency adjust module 56 also receives as input the left wheel frequency 78 and the right wheel frequency 80.
The wheel frequency adjust module 56 determines a filtered hand wheel acceleration 96 and an average center wheel
frequency 98.
[0023] Referring now to FIG. 5, an exemplary illustration of the wheel frequency adjust module 56 is shown. The
acceleration estimation is sent to a left narrowband filter 100 and a right narrowband filter 102. Specifically, the left
narrowband filter 100 is a unity gain resonator (UGR) that receives as input the left wheel frequency 78 and the acceleration
estimation 90, and determines a left filtered acceleration 110 and a left center frequency 112. The left filtered acceleration
110 is a bandpass filtered version of the acceleration estimation 90, and the left center frequency 112 represents a
bandpass center frequency based on the left wheel frequency 78. The bandpass center frequency varies based on the
left wheel frequency 78. The right narrowband filter 102 is a UGR that receives as input the right wheel frequency 80
and the acceleration estimation 90, and determines a right filtered acceleration 114 and a right center frequency 116.
The right filtered acceleration 114 is a bandpass filtered version of the acceleration estimation 90, and the right center
frequency 116 represents a bandpass center frequency based on the right wheel frequency 80. The bandpass center
frequency varies based on the right wheel frequency 80. The left filtered acceleration 110 and the right filtered acceleration
114 are averaged together to determine the filtered hand wheel acceleration 96. The filtered hand wheel acceleration
96 is a narrowband signal that may be sinusoidal in the event of a brake disturbance. The left center frequency 112 and
the right center frequency 116 are also averaged together to determine the average center wheel frequency 98.
[0024] Referring back to FIG. 2, the filtered hand wheel acceleration 96 and the average center wheel frequency 98
are sent to the phase adjust module 58. The phase adjust module 58 determines an adjusted filtered hand wheel
acceleration 120. Specifically, the filtered hand wheel acceleration 96 is adjusted to compensate for system dynamics,
and may be delayed or advanced by a specific number of degrees. The compensated filtered hand wheel acceleration
96 results in the adjusted filtered hand wheel acceleration 120.

^

^ ^

^ ^

^

^

^

^ ^

^

^ ^

^ ^

^ ^
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[0025] The scale module 60 receives as input the adjusted filtered hand wheel acceleration 120 from the phase adjust
module 58, the average center wheel frequency 98, the hand wheel torque 72, brake pressure 82, and the position
authority signal 84. The scale module 60 requires the position authority signal 84 in order to correctly determine the
rejection command 52. The scale module 60 uses a scale function to provide gain based on the average center wheel
frequency 98, the hand wheel torque 72, and brake pressure 82. The scale module determines the rejection command 52.
[0026] FIG. 6 is an exemplary illustration of the scale module 60. The rejection command 52 is also based on a primary
disturbance rejection gain 122 (BDR_K), which is subsequently scaled based on four other inputs (the average center
wheel frequency 98, the hand wheel torque 72, brake pressure 82, and the position authority signal 84). Specifically,
the average center wheel frequency 98 is sent to a frequency scale 128. In one embodiment, the frequency scale 128
is a lookup table that allows for scaling based on the average center wheel frequency 98, and determines a frequency
scale output FS. Specifically, the frequency scale output FS allows for the rejection command 52 to be adjusted or
enhanced at relatively low vehicle speeds within the constraints of the stability of the steering system 12. In one exemplary
embodiment having first-order wheel disturbance, a low vehicle speed is about 35 to about 85 kilometers per hour.
However, it is understood that this value may vary based on the specific system, the system stability, and the order of
disturbance (e.g., second-order disturbances may include have higher values for vehicle speed). It should be noted that
a final feedback gain (which is determined by multiplying the frequency scale output FS with primary disturbance rejection
gain 122 in block 150) allows for the final feedback gain to be adjusted or enhanced at each operating frequency of the
road wheels, resulting in a balance or tradeoff between wheel disturbance rejection and system stability.
[0027] The hand wheel torque 72 is sent to a hand wheel torque scale 130, which is shown in greater detail in FIG.
7. Turning now to FIG. 7, a filtered primary disturbance rejection gain 131 and the hand wheel torque 72 are sent to a
filter 132 (e.g., a low-pass filter). Results of the filter 132 are then sent to a magnitude block 134, and the magnitude is
sent to a hand wheel torque lookup table 136. The lookup hand wheel torque table 136 determines a torque scale output
TS that is between 0 and 1. In particular, the hand wheel torque scale 130 allows for adjustment or enhancement of the
rejection command 52 (FIG. 6) at relatively low levels of hand wheel torque, where brake disturbance may be the most
pronounced. The hand wheel torque scale 130 may also disable the rejection command 52 (FIG. 6) at relatively higher
levels of hand wheel torque. Relatively higher hand wheel torques may be experienced, for example, during a cornering
maneuver of the vehicle 10 (FIG. 1). In one exemplary embodiment, relatively low hand wheel torque may be less than
about 2 Nm.
[0028] Turning back to FIG. 6, the brake pressure 82 may be sent to a brake pressure scale 140, which determines
a brake pressure scale BPS. The brake pressure scale BPS allows for brake pressure to be used as a condition for
activation of the controller function 92 (i.e., to activate rejection command 52). The brake pressure scale BPS may be
used to reduce wear of the steering system 12 (FIG. 1) by disabling the controller function 92 (FIG. 2) except during
braking events. The controller function 92 may also be disabled to enhance driver feel. The position authority signal 84
is sent to a switch 142. The switch 142 allows for activation of the rejection command 52 once the motor position 74 at
initialization is accurate. The frequency scale output FS, the torque scale output TS, and the brake pressure scale BPS,
as well as the position authority signal 84 are then multiplied together and sent to a rate limiter 144. The output of the
rate limiter 144 is then multiplied with the primary disturbance rejection gain 122 and the adjusted filtered hand wheel
acceleration 120 in block 150 to determine rejection command 52.
[0029] Turning back to FIG. 2, the final command module 61 receives the rejection command 52 and the assist
command A. The final command module 61 adds the rejection command to the assist command A to determine the
adjusted assist command 53. The adjusted assist command 53 may be sent to a motor of the steering assist unit 18
shown in FIG. 1 (e.g., an EPS motor).
[0030] Referring now to FIGS. 1-7, the system as described above determines the rejection command 52 for reducing
the amount of road wheel disturbance that is transmitted to the hand wheel 14 of the steering system 12. Specifically,
the rejection command 52 is added to the assist command A to determine the adjusted assist command 53. The adjusted
assist command 53 results in reduced hand wheel vibration due to periodic road wheel disturbances. Some approaches
currently available for rejecting road wheel disturbance may be relatively effective at rejecting road wheel disturbance
at higher vehicle speeds, but may not be as effective if the vehicle is operating at lower speeds. Furthermore, other
approaches currently available for rejecting road wheel disturbance may require high resolution wheel speed sensors.
The approach as discussed above does not generally require high resolution wheel sensors, which results in reduced
cost and complexity. The approach as described above also provides for wheel disturbance rejection at relatively low
vehicle speeds to be adjusted or enhanced within the constraints of the stability of the steering system 12. The approach
as described above is configured to reduce hand wheel acceleration to provide improved road wheel disturbance rejection.
The approach as discussed above also takes into account the braking pressure as applied by a driver. The braking
pressure may be used to determine if the rejection command 52 is activated.
[0031] While the invention has been described in detail in connection with only a limited number of embodiments, it
should be readily understood that the invention is not limited to such disclosed embodiments. Rather, the invention can
be modified to incorporate any number of variations, alterations, substitutions or equivalent arrangements not heretofore
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described, but which are commensurate with the spirit and scope of the invention. Additionally, while various embodiments
of the invention have been described, it is to be understood that aspects of the invention may include only some of the
described embodiments. Accordingly, the invention is not to be seen as limited by the foregoing description.

Claims

1. A control system for a steering system, comprising:

an acceleration module for determining a hand wheel acceleration;
a scaling module for determining a rejection command, the rejection command based on the hand wheel ac-
celeration and a road wheel frequency; and
a final command module for determining an adjusted assist command based on a normal assist command and
the rejection command.

2. The control system of claim 1, wherein the scaling module includes a brake pressure scale that activates the rejection
command based on a brake pressure.

3. The control system of claim 1, wherein the scaling module receives as input an average center wheel frequency
determined by a wheel frequency adjust module.

4. The control system of claim 3, wherein the scaling module includes a frequency scale for determining a frequency
scale output based on the average center wheel frequency, and wherein the frequency scale output adjusts the
rejection command based on vehicle speed.

5. The control system of claim 1, wherein a wheel frequency module determines a bandpass filtered version of the
hand wheel acceleration, and wherein the bandpass filtered version of the hand wheel acceleration is provided to
the scaling module.

6. The control system of claim 1, wherein the scaling module determines a torque scale output based on a hand wheel
torque, and wherein the torque scale output is configured to adjust the rejection command based on a level of hand
wheel torque.

7. The control system of claim 1, wherein the scaling module determines a torque scale output based on a hand wheel
torque, and wherein the torque scale output is configured to disable the rejection command based on a level of hand
wheel torque.

8. The control system of claim 1, wherein the acceleration module determines the hand wheel acceleration using an
extended state observer, and wherein the hand wheel acceleration is determined based on a motor torque command,
a hand wheel torque, a motor position, and a motor velocity.

9. The control system of claim 8, wherein the extended state observer is expressed by: 

wherein xobs refers to a calculated state of the steering system,  represents a state change, u is system input,

y is system output, Aobs is a system matrix, Bobs is a control matrix, L is an observer gain matrix, and y is a calculated

system output.

10. The control system of claim 1, comprising a phase adjust module for adjusting the hand wheel acceleration based
on system dynamics of the steering system.

11. A method for determining a rejection command for a steering system, comprising:

determining a hand wheel acceleration by an acceleration module;

^

^
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determining the rej ection command by a scaling module, the rej ection command based on the hand wheel
acceleration; and
determining an adjusted assist command that is based on a normal assist command and the rejection command
to a motor by a final command module.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising activating the rejection command based on a brake pressure by a brake
pressure scale of the scaling module.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the scaling module receives as input an average center wheel frequency determined
by a wheel frequency adjust module.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the scaling module includes a frequency scale for determining a frequency scale
output based on the average center wheel frequency, and wherein the frequency scale output adjusts the rejection
command based on vehicle speed.

15. The method of claim 11, further comprising determining a torque scale output based on a hand wheel torque by the
scaling module, wherein the torque scale output is configured to adjust the rejection command based on a level of
hand wheel torque.
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